INTRODUCTION
The United States is presently struggling to maintain the quality of its environment. Dramatic growth of population and industry has drastically altered the environment of this Nation. The effects of this alteration are widespread and include modification of the characteristics of the country's water resources. Efficient utilization of these water resources requires redefining the flow and quality characteristics of the affected streams. This redefinition will be simplified by use of natural-stream records being collected on hydrologic bench marks.
The hydrologic bench-mark network is made up of selected stream basins which are expected to remain in their present or natural condition.
Data will be collected indefinitely on these basins. Certain data, such as streamflow, will be collected continuously. Water quality and other types of data will be obtained at intervals as required to define the characteristics.
Hydrologic data are collected on about 7,000 streams throughout the United States by the Geological Survey. These data are collected, in part, for current use, such as the operation of dams and water-supply facilities, for planning purposes, such as the definition of streamflow, water-quality, and ground-water characteristics, and for documentation of natural changes in hydrologic characteristics in time. The hydrologic bench-mark network supplements the larger network by documenting natural hydrologic changes and by describing the relation of flow characteristics to basin characteristics under natural hydrologic environments.
The hydrologic bench-mark program was initiated in 1958. Selection of basins was guided by the following criteria:
1. No manmade storage, regulation, or diversion currently exists or is probable for many years. 2. Ground water within the basin will not be affected by pumping from wells. 3. Conditions are favorable for accurate measurement of streamflow, chemical and physical quality of water, ground-water conditions, and the various characteristics of weather, principally precipitation. 4. The probability is small of special natural changes due to such things as major activities of beavers, overgrazing or overbrowsing by game animals, or extensive fires. Langbein and Hoyt (1959, p. 18) and Leopold (1962) proposed that a bench-mark network for the United States should consist of about 100 basins. However, because of the limited number of basins in some areas which meet the preceding criteria, it seems that the ultimate network will reach a maximum of about 70 basins. At present (1970) , data are being collected on 57 hydrologic bench marks in 37 States ( fig. 1 ). Langbein (1968) stated:
OBJECTIVES OF THE NETWORK
The motivating principle behind the recommendation for the establishment of hydrological bench marks probably reflects anxiety that because the past century has been a period of settlement and of vast agricultural and industrial development in many areas of the world, there are today few gauging-station records that may be considered homogeneous. Among all the geophysical subjects geodesy, seismology, volcanology, oceanography, and even meteorology hydrology is the most directly and significantly affected by the hand of man. An anxious attitude in these circumstances appears justified, even though at present one may not be able to specify the uses to which posterity might put such records. One can readily argue that we should profit by the opportunity to begin such observations simply because the chances appear favorable that the records will become significant, and because of the high regard we now hold for data series that are stationary in a statistical if not a hydrological sense.
At this early juncture in the programme, one might anticipate that hydrological bench marks might at least assure a stationary hydrological time series. These data could serve several purposes: (1) analyses of the hydrological structure of a natural catchment; (2) analyses of the statistical structure of hydrological time series; and (3) as a reference or comparative base for noting changes in the regime of streams whose catchment or flow are developed for use.
Interpretation of data collected in the benchmark basins will provide valuable information concerning time trends. For instance, Landsberg (1960) noted significant temperature increases in the first half of the 20th century over much of the United States. Temperature trends could affect streamflow by altering evapotranspiration rates. Data collected over long time periods in hydrologic bench-mark basins could be used to detect and document changes of hydrologic characteristics with time.
Data from hydrologic bench marks could be used to study cause-and-effect relationships between various physiographic, meteorologic, and hydrologic variables in basins free from man's influence. For example, long continuous records of precipitation and streamflow of basins which are nearly in their natural condition have great value in the study of runoff-rainfall relations and in the evaluation of the utility of runoffrainfall models.
In the report "Restoring the Quality of Our Environment" by the President's Science Advisory Committee, Environmental Pollution Panel (1965) , it is stated: Pollution touches us all. We are at the same time polluters and sufferers from pollution. Today we are certain that pollution adversely affects the quality of our lives. In the future, it may affect their duration.
Among several recommendations made in that report was the suggestion that steps be taken to obtain year-by-year information on the condition of our environment a program of baseline measurements. The hydrologic bench-mark program will provide this baseline information for the quality of the Nation's water resources.
Information on both streamflow and water quality from the bench-mark basins can be compared with concurrent data from basins which have been modified by man. This comparison should then provide a measure of the effect of the modification on the hydrology of a basin.
Hydrology and particularly water quality is directly and significantly affected by manmade environmental changes. In planning for the optimum utilization of the Nation's water resources, it is very important to identify the extent and rate by which man is altering water quality. Data collected at the hydrologic bench marks offers a basis for evaluating these changes. For example, radioactive fallout has occurred over most of the earth, and pesticides discharged into the atmosphere often travel great distances. Water-quality data from benchmark basins will aid in determining the distribution and magnitude of these contaminants. With respect to these contaminants the bench marks would no longer provide baseline data; thus, data should be obtained as soon as possible even on the remote streams in order to document natural conditions.
THE PRESENT NETWORK
The locations of the established bench marks are shown in figure 1. The network encompasses a wide variety of natural environments ( fig. 2 ). These include high mountain areas, the very humid Northwest, the arid and semiarid Southwest, the plains of the Midwest, the warm humid Southeast, the cold humid Northeast, and the temperate area of Hawaii. Elevations within the hydrologic bench-mark basins range from about 100 to over 14,000 feet above mean sea level. Vegetation ranges from sparse desert growths to dense coniferous forests.
To insure a minimum of interference by man, many of the hydrologic bench marks are in national parks, wilderness areas, State parks, national forests, and in areas set aside for scientific study. Completely natural basins of suitable size no longer exist in some parts of the United States. Therefore, to attain an adequate geographical distribution of bench marks, it was necessary to modify the criterion that the selected basin be completely natural. This modification resulted in the selection, for example, of Blackwater Creek basin in the Conecuh National Forest of Alabama, where selective logging is practiced, and in the Elk Creek basin in southern Iowa, in which nearly all the land is farmed but little agricultural change is expected. Neither the selective logging nor the agricultural practices should invalidate the streamflow record as a bench-mark basin, so long as the present practices are continued.
Large drainage basins usually have some part affected by man. Very small drainage basins respond to extremely localized climatic variations. Therefore, basins in an intermediate size range were sought for the bench-mark network. The median basin size of the present network is 55 square miles. Half of the basins drain areas of from 25 to 89 square miles, and the range of basin sizes is from 2.31 to 960 square miles.
Hydrologic variables measured in the benchmark basins include continuous streamflow records at 56 sites, observations of ground-water levels at six sites, precipitation data at 33 sites, and continuous stream temperatures at 26 sites. Water-quality characteristics are measured periodically at 51 sites. Radioactivity levels and pesticide concentrations are measured in 39 basins. Data are also obtained on nutrients, biota, and on various other water-quality characteristics in many of the basins. Records of air movement, air temperature, pan evaporation, and snow-survey data are also collected at a few of the basins.
DESCRIPTION OF THE NETWORK BASINS
Descriptions of the individual hydrologic bench-mark basins are preceded by the following explanatory remarks:
Stations are listed first alphabetically by State, then by station name within the State. The number preceding the station name corresponds to its number on the map of figure 1. The number following the station name is the downstream-order number given to all Surveyoperated stream-gaging stations.
Location. The general part of the State in which the basin is located and the proximity of the basin to important geographical features.
Drainage area. The horizontal projection of the land area within the basin limits as defined on topographical maps.
Physiographic area. Areas defined by Fenneman (1931 Fenneman ( , 1938 . Where applicable, section, province, and major division are given.
Climate. The average annual precipitation given is the approximate average over the basin unless otherwise noted. In areas of major topograpical change, the precipitation and temperature may vary considerably in short distances. In such areas the mean precipitation and temperature are sometimes rough approximations. Most of the precipitation, temperature, and snow were taken from regionalized maps of the variables.
Topography. The major characteristics of the terrain. In addition, basin elevations and slopes are given.
Rock type. The characteristics of the underlying rocks that affect the hydrology of the basin. The nature of rocks in a basin influences the quality of the ground water, and their physical properties affect the ground-water discharge characteristics of a basin.
Vegetation. The primary types of vegetation. For some basins the density of vegetation is also given.
Man-made influences. The value of a benchmark bat>in is dependent on the stability of the basin's characteristics relative to man's activities. Few basins are completely free of man's influence; hence, a description of unnatural modifications of the basins is given so that present and future basin conditions can be compared.
Gage location. The position of the streamflow gage at the downstream point in the basin.
Flow characteristics. None of the hydrologic bench marks has been operated long enough to adequately determine all flow characteristics.
Hence, only the general characteristics of the streamflow and an estimate of the average annual runoff are given. In arid areas, the estimates of the average annual runoff may be subject to large error.
Water quality. The principal chemical constituents of the streamflow listed by cations, anions, and nonionic materials. Where data are available, estimates of the average low-flow dissolved-solids concentration and the annual sediment load are also given.
Data collected. A brief summary of data collected and periods of collection in the hydrologic bench-mark basins. These data include those collected by other agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Weather Bureau, TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority), and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Most of the data items shown are self-explanatory; however, a few items are clarified below. The frequency given for discrete data observations is an average. The actual time between observations may vary somewhat. Furthermore, the measurements of water-quality characteristics will not necessarily be continued at the present intensity. Standard complete water-quality analysis includes determination of hardness and pH and the concentrations of silica, iron, magnesium, calcium, sodium, potassium, bicarbonate, carbonate, sulfate, chloride, fluoride, nitrate, phosphate, and dissolved solids.
The analysis for pesticides includes the determination of concentrations of substances which are often referred to as insecticides and herbicides.
Special characteristics. Characteristics of a watershed which are of importance but which are not covered under the other headings.
BLACKWATER RIVER NEAR BRADLEY, ALA. (02369800)
Location. About 50 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico, south-central Alabama.
Drainage area. 86.8 sq mi. Physiographic area. East Gulf Coastal Plain section of the Coastal Plain province of the Atlantic Plain.
Climate. Average annual precipitation: about 61 in. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 52°and81°F.
Topography. The uplands are gently rolling ridges which are somewhat broken in the central part of the basin. A few sinks and depressions are scattered in the eastern basin area. Basin elevations range from 125 to 300 ft.
Rock type. Clay, sandy clay, sand, gravel, and sandstone.
Vegetation. About 90 percent of the basin is covered by pine and hardwood forest. The remainder is in pasture and row crops. The upland forest is predominantly longleaf pine, and there is a dense wiregrass ground cover. The lowland forest is about 90 percent pine and 10 percent bay hardwood; the undergrowth is dense.
Manmade influences. About 60 percent of the basin is publicly owned. Sections of this land are subject to being logged every 10 years. Extensive erosion control is practiced. The remaining 40 percent is 70 percent forest and 30 percent pasture and cultivation. Not more than 10 percent of the privately owned forests are normally cut in any one year. The land in row crops may produce unproportionately high sediment yields. Three small communities are within the basin.
Gage location. Vegetation. About 98 percent of the basin is covered with mixed pine and hardwood forest. A few ridge tops and upper slopes have been converted to all pine forest as a result of timbering practices.
Manmade influences. Several domestic wells pump water along the northern drainage divide. The basin is in the Bankhead National Forest, and logging is practiced in such a way that not more than 10 percent of the basin will be logged in any one year. Logging is performed only on the upper parts of the basin, and erosion control is practiced. The logged areas are replanted, and logging trails are seeded with grass. Several roads traverse the basin.
Gage location. Lat 34°17'07", long 87°23' 56", in N.i/2 sec. 8, T. 9 S., R. 8 W., 4.5 miles west of Grayson.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 26 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium; bicarbonate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 50 mg/1.
Ground water. The major aquifers are the Pottsville Sandstone and the Pennington and Bangor Limestones. The Bangor Limestone is capable of yielding more than 50 gpm (gallons per minute) to wells and springs while the remaining aquifers generally yield less than 10 gpm to wells and springs. The ground-water divide may not coincide with the surface divide.
Data collected. Vegetation. Chaparral except for pinonjuniper and pine at high elevations.
Manmade influences. Most of the basin is in the Mazatzal Widerness Area and is completely within the Tonto National Forest. The basin is protected from manmade changes.
Gage location. Lat 34°09'39", long 111°41' 32", in sec. 36, T. 9i/2 N., R. 6 E. (unsurveyed), 13 miles south of Childs.
Flow characteristics. Stream is intermittent. Average annual runoff: about 2 in. and annual flows are highly variable.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and sodium; bicarbonate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 250 mg/1.
Ground water. Small storage and movement through weathered surface and through fractures in granite.
Data collected.
Type

Continuous streamflow
Period of record -June 1967-present. Climate. Average annual precipitation: about 9 in. of which about 3 in. falls as snow. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 45° and 89°F. There is considerable variation in precipitation and temperature over the basin.
Topography. Steep valleys in the uplands and a sloping bottom land filled to its present level with detritus in the lower part of the basin. Basin elevations range from 4,300 to 9,994 ft. The stream slope varies from 300 ft per mile in the lower basin to about 1,500 ft per mile near the eastern divide.
Rock type. Primarily dense metamorphosed sedimentary rock and also some granite. The lower one-third of the basin contains deep alluvial fill.
Vegetation. Desert scrub and chaparral in the lower basin and rather sparse stands of pinon pine with some live oak between elevations of 7,000-8,500 ft.
Manmade influences. Special characteristics. There are several small lakes in the basin.
SOPCHOPPY RIVER NEAR SOPCHOPPY, FLA. (02327100)
Location. About 5 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico, northwestern Florida.
Drainage area. 97.9 sq mi. Physiographic area. East Gulf Coastal Plain section of the Coastal Plain province of the Atlantic Plain.
Climate. Average annual precipitation: about 56 in. Monthly mean temperature extremes : 54° and 82°F.
Typography. The basin contains numerous swamps, sloughs, and some small ponds. The drainage slopes rather uniformly downward from north to south. Basin elevations range from 50 to 110 ft.
Rock type. Sandy limestone. Vegetation. Dense cypress swamps separated by sandy soil heavily covered by slash pines, scrub oaks, and undergrowth such as palmetto.
Manmade influences. The basin is located in the-Apalachicola National Forest. Several service roads and fire breaks traverse the basin. Controlled cutting of pine trees for pulp is practiced.
Gage location. Lat 30°07'45", long 84°29' 40", on line between sees. 13 and 24, T. 4 S., R. 3 W., 4.7 miles north of Sopchoppy.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 25 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and sodium; bicarbonate and sulfate; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 100 mg/1.
Ground water. The major aquifer underlying the basin is the Floridan, which is artesian. Sands and sand clays overlaying the Floridan aquifer contain nonartesian water.
Data collected. Vegetation. The basin is covered with second-growth pine mixed with a few hardwoods except for a few small cleared areas in the vicinity of houses.
Manmade influences. A few secondary roads are in the basin. There are several ponds in the basin, but storage is not sufficient to significantly affect runoff. Also in the basin are a few quarries, a gravel pit, and a few houses, none of which should significantly affect streamflow. The major part of the basin lies within the Oconee National Forest where controlled logging is practiced. The remainder of the basin lies within the Piedmont National Wildlife Refuge.
Gage location. Lat 33°06', long 83°43', 5.1 miles east of Juliette.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 14 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium; bicarbonate; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 90 mg/1.
Ground water. Ground water occurs mainly under water-table conditions. Wells yield sufficient water for domestic use, and a few yield enough for small towns and industries. Groundwater conditions are extremely variable in the basin. There are many wet-weather springs and some small permanent springs in the basin.
Data collected. Topography. Rugged terrain. The general elevation of the divide is about 3,500 ft. Basin elevations range from 1,880 to 5,500 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 375 ft per mile.
Rock type. Gneiss and schist. Vegetation. The basin is covered by a mixture of second-growth v nite pine, hardwood, and laurel.
Manmade influences. The basin lies wholly within the Chattahoochee and Nantahala National Forests where special logging procedi* ~*es are practiced. A few secondary roads traverse the basin.
Gage location. Lat 34°53'25", long 83°31' 50", 10.3 miles west of Clayton.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 40 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium; bicarbonate; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 20 mg/1.
Ground water. Ground water occurs mainly under water-table conditions. Wells yield sufficient water for domestic use and sometimes enough for small towns and industries. Groundwater conditions are very variable in the basin. There are many wet-weather springs and some small permanent springs in the basin. Topography. Steep hills. The general elevation of the divide is about 4,000 ft. Basin elevations range from 2,200 to about 5,600 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 17 ft per mile.
Data collected.
Rock type. The basin is underlain principally by quartzite and argillite. There are thin alluvial deposits along stream channels. Colluvium covers most of the bedrock.
Vegetation. The basin is covered by secondgrowth pine and fir.
Manmade influences. A few miles of secondary roads are located in the basin. Timber in the area has received some pesticide treatment.
Gage location. Lat 47°49'22", long 116°39' 10", in NW1/4SW14 sec. 25, T. 52 N., R. 3 W., 7.5 miles northeast of Hayden Lake Post Office.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 21 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium; bicarbonate; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 50 mg/1.
Ground water. The quartzite and argillite yield very small supplies to wells. The alluvial deposits yield small supplies to wells in some locations.
Data collected. Climate. Mean annual precipitation: 10 in. Annual snowfall varies from zero to 1.5 ft. Most of the precipitation falls during the winter. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 30° and 73°F.
Topography. Rolling hills. The general elevation of the divide is about 5,800 ft. Basin elevations range from 3,000 to 6,000 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 10 ft per mile.
Rock type. The basin is underlain principally by silicic volcanic rocks consisting of rhyolite welded tuff. Basalt flows cap some of the higher tablelands. Stream channels contain a minor amount of alluvium.
Vegetation. The basin is covered by sagebrush and grass.
Manmade influences. The basin contains many stockponds. In 1965 approximately nine sections of land were treated with herbicides, brush removed, and the land seeded with crested wheatgrass.
Gage location. Lat 42°47'06", long 115°59' 00", in NW^SEi/i sec. 28, T. 7 S., R. 4 E., 11H miles southwest of Bruneau.
Flow characteristics. Stream is intermittent. Average annual runoff: about 0.1 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and sodium; bicarbonate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: 120 mg/1.
Ground water. Small springs are found in the middle part of the basin. Small amounts of water are contained in the alluvium. The basalt is above the water table but may contain small amounts of perched water.
Data collected. Vegetation. Except for small areas of forests near the streams, most of the land is pasture.
Manmade influences. Three small communities having a combined population of about 2,000 lie almost entirely within the basin. The community of Milan obtains water from a reservoir on South Hogan Creek and disposes of its wastes in the basin. The community of Dillsboro uses ground water from the basin and disposes of its wastes outside the basin. About 2.5 percent of the basin is small ponds and lakes.
Gage location. Lat 39°01'47", long 85°02' 17", in NWi/i sec. 7, T. 4 N., R. 2 W., 1*4 miles northeast of Dillsboro.
Flow characteristics. Stream is seasonal. Average annual runoff: about 12 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium; bicarbonate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 350 nig/1.
Ground water. Generally both the till and the underlying limestones yield less than 10 gpm to wells. However, a few wells yield up to 40 gpm. Ground water generally contains from about 300 to 1,000 mg/1 dissolved solids.
Data collected. Topography. Dissected drift plain. The land surface is fairly rugged and has moderate to steep slopes. Basin elevations range from 250 to 300 ft.
Rock type. The basin is underlain by loesscovered glacial drift. Bedrock is predominantly shale intercalated with thin limestone beds.
Vegetation. The upland flats and gentle slopes, which comprise about half the basin, are used for cultivated crops. The steeper areas near the streams are in pasture and timber.
Manmade influences. One small community (1960 population, 71) is in the basin. Most domestic water is obtained from private wells. There are numerous stockponcls in the basin. Several roads traverse the basin.
Gage location. Lat 40°43'20", long 93°56' 20", in SEi/4 sec. 34, T. 69 N., R. 27 W., 5.5 miles southwest of Decatur City.
Flow characteristics. Stream is intermittent. Average annual runoff: about 6 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and magnesium; bicarbonate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 300 mg/1. Average annual sediment load: estimated to be 400 tons per sq mi.
Ground ivater. Aquifers in the basin are alluvium and limestone. The alluvium is capable of yielding up to 10 gpm to wells. The thin intercalated limestone beds yield up to 5 gpm of highly mineralized water.
Data collected. Rock type. Surficial deposits of unconsoliclatecl sand and gravel, 75 to 100 ft thick, overlay sand and clay.
Vegetation. Except for a few square miles of open land, the basin is covered with secondgrowth pine.
Manmade influences. A community (population, 360) that has neither public water supply nor disposal system is in the upper part of the basin. There are several roads traversing the basin, and a few gravel pits and stockponds. Most of the basin is in the Kisatchie National Forest where controlled logging is practiced.
Gage location. Lat 31°32'10", long 92°24' 30", in SW14SE14 sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. 1 E., 0.8 mile north of Pollock. Special characteristics. There is extensive beaver activity in the basin.
KAWISHIWI RIVER NEAR ELY, MINK. (05124480)
Location. In the Boundary Waters Canoe area of northeastern Minnesota.
Drainage area. 253 sq mi. Physiographic area. Superior Upland province of the Laurentian Upland.
Climate.
Topography. The general surface of the land is rolling. The Kawishiwi River passes through many lakes and swamps. The average, divide elevation is about 1,800 ft. Basin elevations range from 1,450 to 2,110 ft. The main stream drops from an elevation of 1,640 to 1,450 ft in a distance of about 40 miles.
Rock type. The basin is part of the Canadian Shield. The rocks are crystalline and consist mostly of gabbro, granite, and greenstone.
Vegetation. The basin is covered by Great Lakes pine forest.
Manmade influences. The basin is almost entirely in the Superior National Forest. There are just a few roads in the basin. Camping, fishing, and boating are man's primary influence on the area, which has been logged in past years near the edge of the basin; however, present logging operations consist of selective cutting of mature trees only.
Gage location. Lat 47°55'22", long 91°32' 06", in SEi/i sec. 24, T. 63 N., R. 10 W., 14 miles east of Ely.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 10 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium, magnesium, and sodium; sulfate; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 50 mg/1. Average annual sediment load: less than 10 tons per sq mi.
Ground water. Ground water occurs in fractures in the crystalline rocks and in the sand and gravel that occupies the lower areas between bedrock hills.
Data collected. Climate. Average annual precipitation: 60 in. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 54° and 82°F.
Topography. The land surface is generally rolling and has half-mile wide flood plains along the main stream. Swamps cover about 2 sq mi in the upper part of the basin. Basin elevations range from 110 to 330 ft.
Rock type. Sand and gravel deposits form the ridges, and sand and clay underlie the remainder of the basin.
Vegetation. Most of the basin is covered with second-growth pine. A few acres along the divide are cultivated, and there are some deciduous trees along the streams.
Manmade influences. About 60 percent of the basin is in Camp Shelby Military Reservation, and the remaining 40 percent is in De Soto National Forest. Logging is practiced on a sus-tained-yield basis. A few families occupy land along the drainage divide.
Gage location. Lat 31°01'30", long 89°01' 00" in NE^4 sec. 29, T. 1 N., R. 10 W., 1.3 miles east of Janice.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff about 20 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and sodium; bicarbonate and chloride; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 30 mg/1. Average annual sediment load: 60 tons per sq mi.
Ground water. The Citronella Formation is a shallow aquifer which supplies most of the base flow to Cypress Creek. The Pascagoula Formation contributes little water to streams but is an important artesian aquifer to the south and to some extent within the basin. Deeper artesian aquifers contain fresh water to a depth of about 1,200 ft.
Data collected. Topography. Very rough mountainous terrain that has protruding cliffs and steep slopes. Basin elevations range from 6,400 to 11,788 ft. Stream slope is about 500 ft per mile.
Rock type. Consolidated limestone, shales, and undifferentiated intrusives.
Vegetation. Thin cover of pinon pine and grass. Dense willow thickets grow along the streams.
Manmade influences. Only very limited cattle grazing is in the lower part of the basin.
Gage location. -Lat 38°53'00", long 117°14' 35", in SEi/4 sec. 22, T. 12 N. R. Rock type. Underlying rocks are mainly metamorphosed sandstone and shale. The stream heads in coarse-grained sandstone and crosses alternating beds of feldspathic quartzite, sandstone, and phyllite.
Vegetation. The entire basin is covered with forest. Second-growth oaks, hickory, tulip, hemlock, spruce, and balsam are the dominant trees in the basin. The undergrowth is mainly rhododendron and mountain-laurel. The cover over the entire basin is very dense.
Manmade influences. The entire basin lies within the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. The basin was logged and some mining was done during the 1920's. Vegetation. About 90 percent of the basin is covered with fairly dense sod formed by native grasses. Small trees occur in rather small areas in the basin. A small part of the basin is used for the cultivation of grains.
Manniade influences. The eastern two-thirds of the basin is used for cattle grazing. Cultivation in the western part of the basin is on less than 10 percent of the drainage area. There are a few impoundments for stock water in the basin. A few roads are in the area. About 10 oil wells are located in the northwest corner of the basin. About half the basin is in the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.
Gage location. Lat 47°47', long 102°46', in NWi/t sec. 30, T. 150 N., R. 94 W., 5.5 miles northwest of Mandaree.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Base flow is rather constant. Average annual runoff: about 1 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: sodium; bicarbonate, and sulfate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 2,500 mg/1.
Ground water. Ground water occurs in lenses of sand and sometimes in fractured lignite beds. Yields are small, and the water quality is generally poor.
Data collected. Climate. Average annual precipitation: 43 in., of which about 10 percent occurs as snow. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 32° and 77°F.
Topography. Except for a narrow flood plain, the general land surface is extremely hilly. Basin elevations range from 520 to 1,290 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 58 ft per mile.
Rock type. Shales and sandstones outcrop in the basin. Soils are very thin. Valley fill consists of rock and gravel deposits.
Vegetation. The basin generally is covered with a dense second-growth hardwood forest. There are some cultivated lands on the narrow flood plain and on a few scattered farms.
Manmade influences. About 90 percent of the basin is on State Forest land. Parts of the basin are sometimes logged in accordance with regulations established by the Ohio Division of Forestry and Reclamation; some logging is also practiced on private land. Logged areas in State-owned lands are sprayed with 2-4-5-T in fuel oil. Roadsides are sprayed with 2-4-5-T in water during summer and early fall. A few scattered farms are in the basin. One road follows the stream valley.
Gage location. Lat 38°38'15", long 83°13' 30", 2 miles northeast of Buena Vista.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial except during drought periods. Average annual runoff: 15 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium, magnesium, and sodium; bicarbonate and sulfate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 80 mg/1. Average annual sediment load: about 300 tons per sq mi.
Ground water. Dry-weather streamflow is from a shallow water table.
Data collected. Topography. Most of the basin is composed of numerous low granite mountains and narrow valleys. Undulating plains form the lower part of the watershed. Basin elevations range from 1,210 to 2,400 ft; the elevation of a mean basin divide is about 1,900 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 60 ft per mile in the mountains and about 25 ft per mile on the plains.
Rock type. Crystalline rocks, principally granite, underlie the basin. Gabbro and rhyolite are also found in the basin. These rocks are fractured and show exfoliation effects. Large boulder fields cover parts of the basin. Areas of bare rock and boulder fields having no vegetation cover small parts of the drainage.
Vegetation. Most of the watershed is covered with native grass. The basin also contains scattered areas of mostly blackjack and post oak.
Manmade influences. Most of the basin is in the Wichita Mountain Wildlife Refuge and Fort Sill Military Reservation. Some roads traverse the basin. The main stream contains three small reservoirs having a combined surface area of 130 acres. Evaporation losses are expected to affect the average natural runoff by 10-15 percent. Low flows will be most seriously affected by the reservoirs. The military area is used for artillery practice.
Gage location. Lat 34°37'24", long 98°33' 48", in NE14NE1/4 sec. 28, T. 2 N., R. 13 W., 4 miles east of Cache.
Flow characteristics. Stream is intermittent. Average annual runoff: estimated at about 3-4 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and sodium; bicarbonate and sulfate. Lowflow dissolved-solids concentration: about 125 mg/1.
Ground water. There are no known springs in the area. The amount of ground water in the basin is probably insignificant.
Data collected. Climate. Average annual precipitation: 56 in. Mean annual snowfall: about 4 in. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 42° and 81°F.
Topography. The general surface of the land consists of a half-mile wide valley between parallel mountain ridges. Basin elevations range from 890 to 2,660 ft. The main stream slope is about 60 ft per mile.
Rock type. The underlying formations consist of dark slaty shale, siliceous beds, and wellcemented dark sandstones. The rocks are strongly folded and faulted.
Vegetation. Except for a few square miles of grassland in the valley, the area is covered with pine and hardwood forest of moderate density.
Manmade influences. The entire basin lies within the Ouachita National Forest. There is a small amount of logging in the basin. A few rural residences are scattered along the valley. Farming in the basin consists of raising cattle and pigs, and corn is grown in a few small areas. Some roads traverse the basin.
Gage location. Lat 34°38'20", long 94°36' 40", in SW1/4SE1/4 sec. 18, T. 2 N., R. 26 E., 2.1 miles east of Big Cedar.
Flow characteristics. Stream is intermittent. Average annual runoff: estimated to be about 20-25 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and sodium; bicarbonate; and silica. Lowflow dissolved-solids concentration: about 25 mg/1.
Ground water. Dug wells and a few wetweather springs yield very small amounts of ground water. Alluvial deposits in the valley could provide a minimal supply of domestic water.
Data collected. Location. Cascade Range, southwestern Oregon.
Drainage area. 26.2 sq mi, of which 20.5 sq mi is lake area at an elevation of 6,176 ft.
Physiographic area. Middle Cascades Mountains section of the Cascade-Sierra Mountains province of the Pacific Mountain System.
Climate. Average annual precipitation: 67.4 in. Annual snowfall ranges from 200 to 500 in. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 26° and 56°F.
Topography. Crater Lake occupies the caldera of prehistoric Mount Mazama. The elevation of the crater rim ranges from 6,650 to 8,156 ft, and the lake elevation is about 6,170 ft. The walls of the crater are generally very steep.
Rock type. The entire area is underlain by volcanic rocks. The principal types are andesitic lava, basaltic lava, and pumiceous volcanic-flow breccias and tuffs, largely of andesitic composition.
Vegetation. The land area is sparsely covered with various types of pine.
Manm.ade influences. The basin is entirely within Crater Lake National Park. A highway circles the lake.
Gage location. Lat 42°58'45", long 122°04' 45", 6 miles north of Crater Lake Post Office.
Lake characteristics. The lake elevation has been observed to vary from 6,163.2 ft to 6,179.1 ft above mean sea level during the period 1878-1967.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium, magnesium, and sodium; fluoride, nitrate, potassium, silica, sodium, and sulfate. Dissolved-solids concentration: about 80 mg/1.
Ground water. Ground water occurs under perched and water-table conditions. Numerous springs drain from the perched ground water. Ground-water conditions are very complex because of subsurface geologic structures.
Data collected. Climate. Average annual precipitation: varies from 21 in. in the lower basin to 60 in. at the higher elevations. Annual snowfall occasionally exceeds 100 in. at the higher elevations. Monthly mean temperature extremes: 24° and 64°F.
Topography. Complex mountains and dissected volcanic plateaus. Several small lakes occur in the headwaters of the basin. The total surface area of these lakes is about 200 acres. Basin elevations range from 2,540 to about 8,900 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 65 ft per mile.
Rock type. Predominately basalt. Vegetation. Ponderosa pine is the predominant species in the area to an elevation of 5,500 ft. Above 5,500 ft the forest changes to a mixture of ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, white fir, and western larch.
Manmade influences. Minam Lake at the upper end of the basin has been developed for irrigation use in the Lostine River valley to the east of Minam River. The lake surface area is about 60 acres, and the storage capacity is 440 acre-ft. The drainage area into Minam Lake is less than 1 sq mi. There is a private hunting lodge and a landing strip in midbasin. Access by road is limited to the lower 10 miles of the basin. The major portion of the basin is wilderness area.
Gage location. Lat 45°37'12", long 117°43' 32", in SW1/4SW1/4 sec. 29, T. 2 N., R. 41 E., 0.3 mile west of Minam.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium; bicarbonate; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 50 mg/1. Average annual sediment load: less than 1 ton per sq mi.
Ground water. The average contribution to streamflow from ground water is estimated to be about 40 cfs.
Data collected. Vegetation. About 90 percent of the basin is covered by a moderately dense forest of predominantly ponderosa pine. There are also some spruce, aspen, and willows, as well as other small types of trees and brush, particularly in the valley areas.
Manmade influences. Mature timber has been harvested one or more times throughout the basin. Hay and sometimes oats are grown in some of the narrow valley meadows. Grazing is practiced throughout the basin. A few stockwater ponds are in the drainage area. Several roads or trails are in the basin. The basin is in the Black Hills National Forest.
Gage location. Lat 44°00'50", long 103°49' 25", in SWi/4 sec. 25, T. 1 N., R. 2 E., 14 miles northwest of Hill City.
Floiv characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: 1.5 in.
Water quality. Vegetation. About 30 percent of the basin is forested principally with scrub hardwoods and a scattering of pine and cedar. The forest is very dense in ravines and valleys and moderately dense to sparse along the ridges. About 20 percent of the area is cleared land, mostly in the wider valleys. The cleared land is equally split between row crops and pasturage.
Manmade influences. The town of Waynesboro (population, 1,521) is near the headwaters of the Green River (tributary to Buffalo River). Hohenwald (population, 3,151 ) is on the northern divide. Several smaller communities are also in the basin. Waynesboro gets its water supply from one well and returns it, after secondary treatment, to the Green River. The Hohenwald water supply is from a spring, and sewage is discharged into a Buffalo River tributary after treatment. Two small impoundments, Laurel Hill Lake near the south divide and Napier Lake in the middle of the basin, are in the basin. Several roads traverse the basin.
Gage location. Rock type. The area is underlain by volcanic rocks, most of which are andesites and basalts. Thin alluvial deposits of boulders, gravel, and sand occur in the stream channel.
Vegetation. Phreatophytes such as cottonwood, willow, and saltcedar occur along the stream channels. Oak, hackberry, and othertrees sparsely cover the higher parts of the basin. Cactus, weeds, and native grasses cover most of the basin.
Manmade influences. A few roads traverse the basin.
Gage location. Lat 30°36'55", long 104°00' 10", 6.8 miles west of Fort Davis. Topography. Rough topography. There are flat ridges and sloping canyon walls that in places rise on a 1:10 ft slope for more than 100 ft above the streambeds. Basin elevations range from 956 to about 1,150 ft. The stream slope is about 35 ft per mile.
Rock type. The area is underlain by alternating beds of limestone and marl. The bedrock is covered in places by a thin mantle of black clay soil. There are alluvial deposits, less than 15 ft thick, in the stream valley.
Vegetation. Approximately 80 percent of the basin has a grass cover and 2 percent contains crops. The remainder is wooded with oak, elm, hackberry, willow, and sycamore trees principally along the streams and valley floors. Dense brush occurs along the smaller tributaries.
Manmade influences. About 2 percent of the basin is cultivated. There are 30 farm and ranch houses and five county roads in the basin. Some water for domestic and stock supplies is obtained from wells.
Gage location. Lat 30°54'40", long 98°02' 10", 7 miles west of Briggs. Rock type. The basin is underlain by southeastward-dipping beds of limestone, shale, and sandstone. Alluvium occurs along the streams but is only a few feet thick in most places.
Vegetation. The basin is thickly covered with oak brush, a few scattered clumps of evergreens, and a few small clumps of aspen. A thick growth of weeds, willows, and small maples inhabit the stream banks.
Manmade influences. The watershed is preserved to furnish water for Fort Douglas. A fire-control road, one cabin, and a rock quarry, which is no longer used, are in the basin. Timber cutting was stopped prior to 1900. Grazing was stopped before 1900 except on a small part of the upper basin which is privately owned.
Gage location. Lat 40°46'50", long 111°48' 20", in NW14 sec. 35, T. 1 N., R. 1 E., 1.5 miles northeast of Fort Douglas and 5 miles east of Salt Lake City Post Office.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 9-10 in.
Water quality. Vegetation. Heavy to moderate stands of virgin hemlock, fir, spruce, and cedar grow to an elevation of about 3,500 ft. Alpine-type growth occurs between 3,500 and 5,000 ft. Bare rock is predominant above 5,000 ft.
Manmade influences. The basin lies entirely within Olympic National Park. Two trails traverse the basin.
Gage location. Lat 47°35'45", long 123°37' 25", in SWi/4 sec. 6, T. 24 N., R. 7 W., 18 miles northeast of Amanda Park.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 145 in. Runoff from snowfields is a factor, especially in the early warm summer months.
Water quality. Climate. Average annual precipitation: 29 in. Annual snowfall ranges from 33 to 86 in.
Monthly mean temperature extremes: 14° and 66°F.
Topography. Gently rolling terrain that has some flat terraces. Basin elevations range from 1,406 to 1,600 ft. The slope of the main stream is fairly flat, and there are occasional riffles at rock outcrops.
Rock type. Glacial deposits are underlain by igneous and metamorphic crystalline rocks, generally granite, schist, and greenstone. The glacial drift ranges in thickness from 0 to 80 ft and is primarily composed of outwash sand and sandy gravel.
Vegetation. Rather dense coniferous and deciduous forest covers about 95 percent of the basin. The forest is primarily made up of aspen, northern hardwoods, pine, and swamp trees. The remainder of the basin consists of scattered active or abandoned farms and the area in and around the community of Newald.
Manmade influences. The community of Newald (population, about 175) is near the southcentral part of the basin. Newald has neither public water-supply nor public waste-disposal systems. A small amount of farming is practiced in the basin. Several roads traverse the basin. The Popple River basin is part of a State wild-river area.
Gage location. Lat 45°45'50", long 88°27' 50", in NWi/4 sec. 23, T. 38 N., R. 16 E., 2.6 miles northwest of Fence.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 12 in.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium and magnesium; bicarbonate. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 145 mg/1. Average annual sediment load: about 6 tons per sq mi.
Ground water. Water- Special characteristics. There are about 10 very small lakes scattered over the basin, most of which seem to have no surface outlet and are connected to the ground-water system. Approximately 25 percent of the basin is in marshes, swamps, and other surface waters.
CACHE CREEK NEAR JACKSON, WYO. (13018300)
Location. West-central Wyoming. Drainage area. 10 sq mi, approximately. Physiographic area. Middle Rocky Mountains province of the Rocky Mountain System.
Climate. Average annual precipitation: about 30 in., most of which falls as snow. Monthly mean temperature extremes: about 12° and 58°F.
Topography. Mountains and canyons. The general divide elevation is about 9,000 ft. Basin elevations range from 6,800 to 10,304 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 300 ft per mile.
Rock type. Sandstone and shale are covered with alluvium in the lower valleys.
Vegetation. Forests of pine, fir, and spruce cover about 80 percent of the north slopes and about 50 percent of the south slopes. Grass and brush covers the remaining area up to timberline.
Manmade influences. The area is used seasonally for recreation. One road enters the basin, and one pack trail traverses the basin.
Gage location. Lat 43°26'50", long 110°41' 50", in Si/2 sec. 1, T. 40 N., R. 116 W., 4i/2 miles southeast of Jackson. Topography. Mountainous. The general divide elevation is about 10,000 ft. Basin elevations range from 8,270 to over 11,400 ft. The slope of the main stream is about 100 ft per mile.
Rock type. Crystalline rock, chiefly granite, and lesser amounts of metasedimentary rocks are in the basin.
Vegetation. Most of the basin is covered with forest consisting primarily of lodgepole pine, fir, and spruce. Part of the basin is bare ground above timberline. The remainder of the basin consists of grass-covered openings and meadows in the valleys.
Manmade Influences. The basin is used for seasonal recreation. Jeep and pack trails traverse the basin.
Gage location. Lat 41°01'25", long 106°49' 27", in NEVtSWi/i sec. 10, T. 12 N., R. 84 W., 13 miles south of Encampment.
Flow characteristics. Stream is perennial. Average annual runoff: about 16-18 in. Much of the runoff occurs during the early summer months from snowmelt.
Water quality. Principal constituents: calcium; bicarbonate; and silica. Low-flow dissolved-solids concentration: about 50 mg/1. Average annual sediment load: estimated to be about 50 tons per sq mi.
Ground water. Aquifers are generally composed of crystalline rocks and alluvium. The aquifers are shallow except in glaciated valleys where deeper aquifers exist. Numerous small springs occur in the basin.
Data collected. 
